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We demonstrate that a slightly modified version of the vectorlike weak-interaction theory of Fritzsch, Gell-
Mann, and Minkowski can provide a framework for understanding the lepton mass spectrum. We cohjecture
that electrons and neutrinos are massless in the absence of weak interactions, and acquire masses through
radiative corrections. But because there are heavy Majorana leptons in such a theory, electron mass is of the
second order and neutrino masses are of the fourth order. One of the more immediate predictions of our
theory is that among the dominant three-body decay products of the 1.8-GeV lepton U of Perl et al. there should
be a Majorana lepton of intermediate mass (-100 MeVY) which decays into v, y and v, y with a lifetime.
-10 ' sec. Heavy Majorana particles and the attendant lepton-number violations are in fact desired for a
number of reasons in an SU2 )( Ul vectorlike theory where all fundamental fermions transform as doublets. We
discuss lepton-number-violation processes such as a —i' p .We calculate the fourth-order induced neutrino
masses. The possibility of their being finite and calculable quantities in a theory with an enlarged gauge group
is also examined. We remark that our estimates indicate that the observation of "neutrino beam oscillation"
will be hopelessly difficult in a laboratory setting.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently Fritzsch, Gell-Mann, and Minkowski"
proposed a gauge theory of weak and electromag-
netic interactions. The gauge group is SU,"""xU,
and there are equal numbers of weak isodoublets
of the left-handed and right-handed leptons and
quarks. Their "minimal theory" has six tricolored
quarks, ' u, c, and t (of charge + —', ) and d, s, and
5 (of charge —-', ), which transform under SU",""as'

(u) (c (t t ) (c (u)
p p p ~

dj„(s (&j

There are also "six". leptons, e, p, , M, v„
(v, N„), and N„; they are arranged into doublets
as follows:

("l (
«)

E I jr, «4 s

(1.3a)

on the leptons of this "vectorlike doublet theory. "
Some of the outstanding leptonic features, namely
induced neutrino masses and lepton-number-non-
conservation effects, were described a while back
in an unpublished report. ' Here these results will
be presented in some detail and also we shall take
up the general question of the lepton mass spec-
trum and mixing angles.

One of the more conspicuous mysteries about the
leptons is the hierarchy of their masses: There
are the extremely light (possibly massless) neu-
trinos' and the very light electron; on the other
hand, we have the muon and other possible heavy
leptons in the general GeV range. Does this dou-
blet vectorlike theory provide a framework for
understanding this? We shall demonstrate that a
modification of the theory in (1.3a) can yield a
plausible interpretation of these vast mass differ-
ences.

The modification of (1.3a) is as follows:

(v, +eN„I (N„-ev,h (N„) (N, l

e j, ( m j, (ej, '1mj„
(1.3b)

where N is a heavy Majorana lepton. We shall
accept the plausible identification of the heavy lep-
tonM as the U particle' (-1.8 GeV), which is
supposed to be the intermediary of the ep, events
discovered in the high-energy e'e annihilations. '
(In fact we shall also assume, for definiteness,
that the neutral leptons Ã„, N„have masses in the
1-10-GeV range. )

In this paper we shall concentrate our attention

That is, the right-handed component of M is now
coupled to another Majorana lepton N, (of moderate
mass, comparable to that of the muon); there is
a slight mixing between the left-handed neutral
leptons with e = ro (see Ref. 9) (viz. , the mixing an-
gle g is of a size that makes it plausible that this
effect is related to the mass discrepancies between
the muon and the heavy leptons). Given this, we
show that the following scenario is possible: e,
v„and v„are massless in the absence of weak
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interactions, while all other leptons have masses
of O(1) or O(e) from spontaneous symmetry break-
ing (e.g. , vacuum expectation values of Higgs) and
subsequent diagonalization. When the weak inter-
actions in the form of (1.2) and (1.3b) are turned
on, the electron becomes ma. ssive, of O(eo. /m),
through second-order radiative processes, and the
neutrinos a.cquire masses of O(e'o, '/7T') in the
neighborhood of 10 eV or less through the fourth-
order corrections. Thus the hierarchy of lepton
masses is pictured to have its origin in accidental
symmetries at the tree level and successively
higher-order radiative corrections.

Our picture of the lepton mass spectrum re-
sembles that of quarks constructed by Zee, "'"
who was the first to propose a vectorlike theory
with six quarks as in (1.1)." His basic working
premise is that the light quarks u, d, and s are all
massless at the tree level and there are small
mixings 8 = O(10 ') among the left-handed u and t
quarks; thus, we make the replacements u~
-(u+8t)~ and t~- (t —8u)~ in (1.1). Then u, d, and
s all acquire masses through the second-order ra-
diative corrections: m„= O(m, 8o, /w), m~ = O(m, 8o./
n), and m, = O(m, o./m). If the heavy quarks c, b,
and t are of the same order then we obtain m„=m„
= Om, . Zee also introduces mixings between t.-~
and t~; thus there are also induced s=d transi-
tions and the subsequent mass matrix diagonaliza-
tion leads to Cabibbo angles.

In view of this work, it is satisfying that in the
complete vectorlike theory (1.1), (1.2), and (1.3b)
we can have a unified picture of mass spectra for
all elementary fermions. We can postulate that
the same symmetry-breaking mechanism generates
masses for the heavy quarks and heavy leptons,
giving masses in the 1-10-GeV range; the light
fermions then pick up mass through radiative cor-
rections. The principal difference between the
spectra of quarks and leptons has its origin in the
presence of Majorana particles among leptons-
they push the neutrino masses to the fourth order.
In fact the presence of heavy Majorana leptons in
such a theory is desirable from a number of view-
points. Some of these will be discussed in the next
section. Another notable difference between quark
and lepton states is that while there is some mix-
ing between the d and s systems (the Cabibbo an-
gle) the corresponding mixing between v, and v„
is probably small (see additional remarks below).

Some introductory remarks and motivations for
vectorlike theories are discussed in Sec. II. Here
we emphasize the connection of a doublet theory to
lepton-number nonconservation. Specific reactions
such as e —Pp, 'p, ' are examined and it is concluded
that just about all the lepton-number-violation sig-
nals predicted by the theory in Eq. (1.2) will be ex-

tremely difficult to detect. In Sec. III we present
the fourth-order calculations of the induced neu-
trino mass. The result, as expected, is formally
divergent. In an appendix the possibility that it is
a finite and calculable quantity in a theory with an
enlarged gauge group is then exa.ined. . 'Ne found
that this ean be achieved with minimal distortion
of the original theory. The lesson is that to obtain
a numerical estimate it is probably reasonable to
cut off the infinities encountered in the SU, &&U,

theory with a mass comparable to that of the in-
termediate vector boson. This leads to a muon-
neutrino mass in the range of a few electron volts.

In Sec. IV, the full lepton theory (1.2) and (1.3)
is studied. The question of general lepton mass
spectrum and mixing angles mentioned above is
taken up. In our new vectorlike theory we expect
that one of the two neutrals in the three-body de-
cay products of the 1.8-GeV U particle of Perl
et al is a Majorana particle having an intermediate
mass (100 MeV?) and decaying through a weak-
electromagnetic process: V, - v, y and v, y with a
lifetime -10 ' sec. Finally we consider neutrino
beam oscillation" "and conclude that it is unlikely
that the v„v„oscillation length will be short
enough for such an effect to be observable in a lab-
oratory setting. Some remarks about induced neu-
trino mass in a general vectorlike theory form the
conclusion of the paper.

II. VECTORLIKE DOUBLET THEORY AND

LEPTON-NUMBER NONCONSERVATION

Theories such as (1.1)-(1.3), where for each
representation of the gauge group there are equal
numbers of left-handed (V-A) and right-handed
(V+ A) couplings of elementary fermions, are often
called "vectorlike. ""Anomaly divergences are
automatically absent in these theories. They also
offer the framework for spontaneous parity viola-
tion. " Six-quark vectorlike theories have also
been discussed by other authors. ' However, only
in Refs. 1 and 2 has the lepton-quark symmetry in
a vectorlike theory as shown in (1.1)-(1.3) been so
emphasized. " This symmetry leads to the impor-
tant relation

Q = T,""+-,'(B- L), (2.1)
where Q is the electric charge operator, T,"" is
the third component of the weak isospin, B is the
baryon number, and L, is the lepton number. In
other words, in this particular SUE& Uy theory the
U, generator is just (B—I,). Since T",'~ must be
broken, the conservation of charge and baryon
number implies that lepton-number conservation
mulct be violated. Thus 1n this restricted vers1on
of the vectorlike theory there is an intimate con-
nection between the requirements of left-right and
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(v (N) (2.3)

This will be considered as a self-contained theory;

quark-lepton symmetries and lepton-number non-
conservation.

Before spontaneous symmetry breaking all fer-
mions are presumed to be massless and the La-
grangian has the very attractive feature of being
maximally symmetric. Besides being chirally
symmetric, it is invariant under space reflection
(and it is also natural to a,ssume CP inva, riance at
this stage as well). Spontaneous symmetry break-
ing is supposed to take place (for example, through
the Higgs mechanism"). The broken symmetries
observed in particle physics are then all conse-
quences of "dynamics. " (For example, they are
due to specific features. of the Higgs potential. )
The pattern of symmetry breaking is determined
by the resultant fermion mass matrix.

Although no explicit Higgs scheme will be con-
structed here, we presume that whatever is the
mechanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking, the
end result must be that in the fermion mass matrix
there will. be scalars and pseudoscalars. The diag-
onalization of such a matrix brings about apparent
axial-vector currents. (The "universal" V- A
character of weak interactions is then a low-energy
phenomenon. It just so happens that light particles
e, v„p, , v„, and u, d, and s are coupled together
through their left-handed components, while all
V+A currents involve at least one heavy fermion. )

It is further assumed that the zeroth-order sym-
metry breaking gives rise to a mass term for the
heavy "p,-like" lepton of the form

(V„)z(N„)++H.c.=P (1 y,)N'„+H. c.—, (2.2)

where N' is the charge conjugate field of N„. Such
a term would simultaneously fulfill two desired
functions in such a theory: (i) This term mani:—

festly violates lepton-number conservation; it
creates or destroys two (N„)„at the same time.
(ii) In this six-lepton vectorlike theory, since
right-handed e, p, must be coupled to heavy lep-
tons and only one [namely, (N~)z] is ava, ilable, at
least one of them must be coupled to a two-com-
ponent massive fermion. Expression (2.2) is just
a mass term for such a two-component Majorana
field. ' Furthermore, as we shall demonstrate in
Sec. IV, only with the presence of Majorana lep-
tons can we obtain a reasonable picture for the
lepton mass spectrum: m, »m„.

In this and in two subsequent sections we shall
mostly be concerned with the muon sector of the
theory (1.2), so a simplified notation will be fol-
lowed (v—= v, N= N„):—

namely, we shall at first ignore all leptonic mix-
ing angles, which, on phenomenological ground,
must be small. Some comments in this respect
will be given in Sec. IV.

Thus, to zeroth order, we assume that the fer-
mion mass term is of the form

m„p. zp, z+m ~NzNz + H.c. (2.4)

To thjs order v is a massless two-component fer-
mion. We shall presently show that higher-order
radiative corrections will always induce a transi-
tion of v~ to v~. Hence v cannot remain massless.
In fact, it is a massive Majorana fermion itself.
In this sense the induced muon-neutrino mass re-
flects the lepton-nonconservation feature of the
theory. Detailed discussion of this subject will be
given later in Sec. III and in the Appendix. Clearly,
the most prominent violations of lepton-number
conservation involve the massive neutral lepton N
itself. We observe the occurrence of

and

can take place, where n and P are some appropri-.
ate particle states differing by two units of charge.
This comes about through the basic second-order
diagram for W'W' p, 'p, ' as shown in Fig. 1.
From this one can easily work out the decay and
scattering processes involving only known parti-
cles by attaching various quark or lepton lines to
the W bosons (Fig. 2).

W VIAM/V

00

g ir
W 'I/IA/I/I

FIG. 1. The diagram which transmits N-lepton non-
conservation into nonconservation of muons. The
symbol (3 denotes the NN~ mass insertion; it acts as a
"sink" or "source" of fermion lines.

when x' is some collection of particles carrying
total lepton number zero (e.g. , x' =e'+ v,). But the
trouble is that N will be difficult to produce. It
can be produced in muon inclusive scattering ex-
periments, but its cross sections have to compete
with the dominant p, electroproductions (i.e. , the
one-photon exchange processes).

Qne can also consider other nonconservation ef-
fects: The bilinear term NN' in the Lagrangian
will induce, as higher-order weak-coupling effects,
nonconservation of muon number as well. ' The
physical processes of the type

(2.5)
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P r -- n

FIG. 2. Lepton-nonconservation effect in the proton-
proton (or quark-quark) scattering process.

vv~ 2p, 2p. (2.6)

Among the elementary particle decay processes,
the one with the most clear signals" is K'- g'p, 'p, '.
A straightforward calculation yields a branching
ratio I'(K- w' p,

'
p, ')/I'(K- p v) in the neighborhood

of 10 ", if we assume that N„has a mass of about
2 GeV." The branching ratios for similar pro-
cesses such as = -pp, p, and Z -pp, p, are all
expected to be so small as to make a search for
them hopeless. " One can also consider scattering
processes such as pp —p.'p, +h'h' (Fig. 2) and p. p

(O' denote hadrons, or a collection of had-
rons with total baryon number 1). But again all the
cross sections are so small, making experimental
detection impractical.

In the above we have considered reactions corre-
sponding basically to the attachment of quark lines
to the W's in Fig. 1. If we attach lepton lines in-
stead we obtain reactions such as

This may have some astrophysical implications.
They are only two orders down as compared with

the basic lepton-number-conserving process of
vv- vv which proceeds by exchanging a neutral in-
termediate vector boson Z in the t channel.

In short, the heavy (-2 GeV) Majorana fermion
coupled as in Eq. (2.3) will not lead to any prom-
inent signals of lepton-number violations which car
be detected in laboratory experiments. The only

hope will be indirect evidence such as neutrino
mass and neutrino beam oscillations to be dis-
cussed below —but even here we are not optimistic.

III. FOURTH-ORDER CALCULATION OF NEUTRINO MASS

In the vectorlike theory Eq. (2.3) the neutrino
cannot stay massless. ' The presence of Min the
intermediate state will induce a v = v' transition.
This gives rise, in the Lagrangian, to a term
which is bilinear in the neutrino field, i.e. , an ef-
fective mass term. This also is an example of a
lepton-number-nonconservation effect as discussed
in Sec. II. In fact, the fourth-order diagram in
Fig. 3 may be obtained by simply joining the muon
lines of vv-2p, '2p, in (2.6).

Within the context of this SU, x U, theory of weak
and electromagnetic interactions, we obtain the
following result:

Figure 3(a) yields

A A2 2

mQ 7T gf

(3.1)

Fig. 3(b) yields

n is the fine- structure constant, m „, m „, and M ~
are the masses for p. , the heavy lepton, and the
vector intermediate boson, and g(2) is the Hiemann

zeta function and equals 1.644. . . . The following
comments about the computation are in order:

(i) The calculation is done in the Feynman-
't Hooft gauge. Thus, we have not bothered to com-
pute explicitly the corresponding diagrams where
the W lines are replaced by those of the Goldstone
bosons; they are suppressed by powers of (m„/
1V~ ~)."

(ii) The diagra, m in Fig. 3(a) is the. amiliar one

one, and is divergent.
(iii) The diagram in Fig. 3(b) is the nontrivial

one to calculate. In doing the computation we have
used the "hypersphere method. "" Namely, instead
of combining denominators by Feynman parame-
ters, we have proceeded to the Euclidean space
directly and performed the four-dimensional an-
gular integrations after expanding the denominators
in Gegenbauer polynomials. In presenting the re-
sult of Eq. (3.2), we have assumed that all fermion
masses are small when compared to 34~. The re-
sult is easy to understand: It is finite because
there must be three mass insertions on the fer-
mion lines (due to the chiral structure of the ver-
tices); this also explains why we have the mass
combination m~m„' in the numerator. M~ ' ap-
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W
considered the two p, doublets in Eq. (2.3) a self-
contained theory. In this last section we shall ex-
tend our discussions to the other leptons.

/
N N

(a)

/
c A. Electron cannot couple significantly to a

heavy Majorana lepton

It has been observed that the e-type leptons can-
not form a self-contained theory such as Eq. (2.3),
namely

W (4.1)

/ / n r

N

/
c

V

FIG. 3. Feynman diagrams representing the fourth-
order contributions to the neutrino mass. The symbol

denotes the pi pz mass insertion.

IV. LEPTON MASS SPECTRUM AND MIXING ANGLES

In Secs. II and III we have explicitly restricted
ourselves to the p.-type particles; that is, we have

pears then basically because this is the only re-
maining mass scale.

(iv) m, ' and m, have opposite signs.
Since the neutrino mass m„=m~'~+ m„~ j.s in-

finite, the usual renormalization procedure says
that it is an arbitrary parameter of this theory.
Alternatively, we may hope that a natural cutoff
will arise in the theory and that the expressions
given in Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) will tell us something
about the neutrino mass. One way to implement this
idea is to construct a theory such that the neutrino's
masslessness in the zeroth order follows from a nat-
ural symmetry of the theory, and consequently the
higher-order corrections must necessarily be fin-
ite." In the Appendix, we present a model in
which precisely such a phenomenon occurs. What
does this exercise of computing radiative correc-
tion to "natural" zeroth-order symmetry teach us?
For one thing, it demonstrates that a minimal
modification of the original theory can lead us to
a finite result for m„, and furthermore that the
result is to a good approximation equivalent to cut-
ting off the divergence in the SU, x U, theory with
a mass comparable to that of the intermediate vec-
tor boson. In other words, when it comes to es-
timating the numerical value of m„ it is probably
reasonable to expect that the 1nA'/M~' factor in
Eq. (3.1) is less than 1. For the rest of this paper
we shall simply take this to be 1 and regard it as
a reasonable upper bound. If we take m~-2 GeV
then we expect m, s 25 eV.

(4.2a)

(this is the choice made in Ref. 2) or

,:), (:.), (:,(:), (4.2b)

(this is basically the theory we will advocate).
We have ignored the possible presence of mixing

angles. At this level there is little reason to

Where IV, is a massive Majorana fermion. This
will lead to phenomenological disaster: O(Gr') nu-
clei no-neutrino double-beta decay can take
place.""(Empirical evidence has been accumula-
ting for years now that such reactions must be se-
verely suppressed. ") The basic mechanism for
such a reaction is, of course, the same as the one
shown in Fig. 1 (or, more directly Fig. 2, with
muons replaced by electrons, and where p's and
n's are bound protons and neutrons of the nuclei).
We note that this is different from the traditional
considerations for neutrinoless double-beta decay,
where the decay proceeds through the emission and
reabsorption of a Majorana neutrino. Although the
theory in (4. 1) will predict v, to be a Majorana neu-
trino, the contribution from the v-induced double-
beta decay will be completely negligible because
the decay amplitude will be proportional to the tiny
induced v mass, i.e. , this particular amplitude is
in fact of O(Gz'). On the other hand, for a heavy
intermediate state (Figs. 1 and 2) the amplitude is
inversely proportional to the mass of the Majorana
fermion. Indeed, to get a suppression factor com-
patible with phenomenology we need the neutral
lepton to have a, mass = 10' GeV (see Ref. 26)—
clearly an unacceptable feature in any reasonable
theory.

Consequently, the right;. handed electron must
couple predominantly to a four-component Dirac
particle: The minimal vectorlike theories satisfy-
ing this requirement can be either
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choose one over the other. v, is massless at the
tree level, and both theories will induce a higher-
order mass (albeit at different orders). Choice
(4.2a) yields (ignoring intrinsic fourth-order dia-
grams which, as we saw in Sec. III, were small)

m(e)m(M) n
m (N„) n'M ~'

comparable masses:

en A
m(e) =m(N„) ln

W

and

Ee A
m(v, ) = ~(M) ln

Qf

(4.5)

(4.6a,)

=3 eV. (4.3a)

Choice (4.2b) yields (in the same approximation)

1 m (e)m (M) n A'
m(v, ) = —ln

m(~, ( m(n„) w I,')
=10 "eV. (4.3b)

+e &e &g~

theory (4.2a) would have v„=v, and theory (4.2b)
would have v~ = N, . Even though the experimental
data are still very sketchy, there is no particular
evidence for v~ being very heavy. Since in the fol-
lowing discussion of the lepton mass spectrum an
extremely light N, is not favored either, a reason-
able guess will be that the mass of N, (if such a
particle does exist) should be comparable to that
of the muon. Thus the lepton masses have the fol-
lowing hierarchical structure:

the heavy leptons, M, (N„, N~?) = 2 GeV,
the medium-heavy leptons, p, (iV, ?) =10 ' GeV,
the electron, e= 5x10 ' GeV,
the neutrinos, v„, v, s 10 ' GeV ('?).
The vast mass differences suggest that e and

the v's are massless in the absence of weak inter-
actions, but radiative processes endow them with
masses;" the electron at second order, ~ and the
v's at fourth order or higher. ' It is not difficult
to see that theories (4.2a) and (4.2b), the way they
stand, cannot have such a feature since the mass-
less e~ is coupled to another massless v~. We
must introduce a small mixing:

e+ N N (4.4)

However, this scheme cannot work in conjunction
with (4.2a) since it would imply that e and v, have

B. Understanding the lepton mass spectrum

We cannot have Pf„ lighter than the mass of K, so
a Priori all we can say is that it is probably of the
same order as M mass (it can easily be heavier).
Since we have identified M' with the U' particles
of Perl et al. ,

' i.e. ,

e e -U+U

On the other hand, there is no such problem for
scheme (4.2b). Here the result for the electron
mass remains as (4.5), but the dominant term for
the v mass is now pushed to the fourth order:

(4.6b)

If we take e = m(p, )/m(M) = 2'0, which is small
enough to be reasonably safe from phenomenologi-
cal troubles and reflects our suspicion that the
tree-level mixing may have something to do with
the tree-level mass ratios, we obtain m(e) =0.5
MeV, m(v, ) =500 eV, and of course our previous
result, m(v„) =25 eV. These are the results if
we take all the above mass listings at their face
value. The electron-neutrino mass is a bit too
large. Just to illustrate the range of variations:
If we make another reasonable choice of input
parameters such as m(N&) = m(N~) = 10 GeV,
m(N, }=0.5 GeV, and e = —,', then we have m(v, )
=20 eV and m(v„) =5 eV. These numbers are not
in any direct conflict with experiments.

C. Some characteristics of N,

It should be noted that in Eq. (4.6b) m(v, )
o-m '(N, ) a very small value for m(N, } is definite-
ly not favored. It probably lies in the range 50-
500 MeV. When sufficient statistics exist for (p. e)
events in e e annihilations, it will be extremely
interesting to see if we can determine the mass of

This should provide us with the first oppor-
tunity to distinguish between the two theories
(1.3a) and (1.3b}.

We note that mixing for the right-handed leptons
must also be much smaller, i.e.,

(4.7}

where the mixing angle &' must not be larger than
10 ' in order to avoid too high a rate for the nuclei
no-neutrino double-beta decays discussed in Sec.
IV A.

From these considerations we also expect that
N, decays mainly through the weak-electromag-
netic process into v, +y (see Ref. 31) (i.e., a photon
is attached to the virtual intermediate states that
causes the mixing between N, and v, ). For N,
=100 MeV, a simple calculation yields"
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~(N, - v, +y)=10 ' sec.

N, —v,y.

D. Mixiny between p-type and e-type particles

Finally we examine possible mixings between
p. and (e, M) particles, viz. , between doublets in
(1.2) and (1.3b). Here the principal constraint
comes from the extremely tight experimental upper
limit for I'„,&/I'„"'(&10 '). From this we can
immediately conclude that there cannot be any
significant mixing between (v„)~ and (N„)~. But
let us ask about mixing between N, and N„ in the
right-handed doublets

N~ 8 N~8
(4.8)

where

For such a mass the decay N, -e'e v, is sup-
pressed by the extremely small mixing angle &' to
a width of about 10 ' of the above dominant radia-
tive decay process. "

In view of our previous discussion on the diffi-
culties of producing the Majorana lepton N„, it
should be noted that if N, is indeed produced in the
e'e annihilations through the intermediaries of
M', this will be our only practical access to a
heavy Majorana particle. Unfortunately there is no
practical method of neutrino detection" to observe
the Majorana character of N, by its decay modes

N, - v,y

and

nal terms v„v„, v, v, . In summary, our considera-
tion of the mixing problem between p. -e systems
leads us to conclude that p. - ey can be suppressed
either

(i) By having substantial mixing (8 is not small)
but ln A'/M~' « I; this implies that rn „„=m, „V~V~ V~ V~«1 eV, or

(ii) by having an extremely small 8, so basically
there is no mixing between the e-g system; this
implies that m, „«m,Vg Vp Vp Vp

(Of course, it is possible that both 8 and lnA2/M~2
are small. ) In any event, we find that because of
the constraint which comes from p, ey, the tran-
sitional mass between v, and v& must be several
orders of magnitude less than 1 eV. This has the
following implication for "neutrino beam oscilla-
tion": Pontecorvo" and others first suggested
that mixing between the e-g system will lead to
v, , v„beam oscillation (much like the Ko-K oscil-
lation). Fritzsch and Minkowski" have recently
discussed this phenomenon more specifically with-
in the framework of the vectorlike theory. They
suggested that the oscillation length for the reac-
tor v beam may be as small as 10 m. However,
their conclusion was based on the assumptions that
there will be significant mixing" and that the mass
difference m'(v„) —I'(&,) =0(1 eV'). From our
discussion we feel that this is much too optimis-
tic—the oscillation length is more likely to be
many orders of magnitude longer than 10 m,
making its observation in a laboratory setting
hopeless. On the other hand, oscillation itself
should be a natural feature in such a theory. An
expectation of a factor of 2 reduction of the solar
neutrino flux" " seems reasonable to us.

g„(8)=cos 8 N~ + sin 8 N, ,

N, (8) =-sin8N„+cos8N, .

This may be possible, since the p, - ey reaction is
now a fifth-order process; namely a photon is
attached to one of the charged lines in the chain:

p, -(N, W )-M -(N„W )-e
Still a crude estimate informs us that even if 8 is
not small the resultant rate will be too high unless
In(A'/M~') is significantly less than unity (&10 ').
In this scheme the radiatively induced v„v, mixing
comes about by

E. Neutrino mass in theories of spontaneous parity violation

(v(8)i
( )

N ) (4.9)

We conclude this paper with the observation that
a neutrino with nonzero mass is the most natural
feature in most vectorlike theories. So long as
there is vR or Majorana NR coupled nontrivially,
it is difficult to avoid an induced mass term. The
only way known to us to avoid (to all orders) a
massive neutrino is to put vR in a singlet —so ef-
fectively it is decoupled from the weak interaction.
The simplest example of such a theory is

v„- (p. W+) e N, - (M W')-, v, .

If 8 is not small, then indeed the off-diagonal
term v&v, may not be much smaller than the diago-

So we can conclude that the requirement of spon-
taneously broken parity invariance does not auto-
matically lead to nonzero neutrino mass. But in
doublet vectorlike theories such as those discussed
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in this paper this is a feature almost impossible to
avoid.

APPENDIX: FINITE AND CALCULABLE NEUTRINO MASS

IN A THEORY WITH AN ENLARGED GAUGE GROUP

Throughout this section we shall use the Higgs
mechanism" explicitly for spontaneous symmetry
breaking. In obtaining a finite and "calculable"
neutrino mass we shall follow closely Zee's work
on calculating the Cabibbo angle. " The basic
strategy is due to Georgi and Glashow. "

So as not to disturb the symmetric features of
the original vectorlike SU2&&U, theory, we shall
keep the same pattern of fermions but enlarge the

gauge group to SU2~ xSU,"xSU2c xU, . (The reason
this group gives finite results is given in Ref. 36.)
The lepton in Eq. (2.3) now transforms as (~, 0, 0)
and (0, —,', 0) representations of the new group. A

reflection symmetry between SU, and SU,"will be

imposed so that our Lagrangian is still invariant
under space inversion just as in the original vec-
torlike theory. In particular, we have the equality
between the gauge couplings g~ =ps ——g with g'/4m

There will also be a host of Higgs mesons giv
giving masses to TV's the heavy fermions. In par-
ticular, there are three sets of mesons, "

y,
-(—,', 0, —,'), y, -(0, —,', 2), and y, -(—,', —,', 0) causing mix-
ing between the three sets of gauge bosons,

where T„. is a rotation matrix with a =I., A, C and
i=I, II, III, and where 5"& are diagonal with respect
to the mass matrix (with masses M, ). In this the-
ory Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) are modified trivially to
read (we have also ma, de a sign change of the vvc

term by a y, transformation)

2 2 2 2 . 2

m = — Q T,.+T,.s ln 2
—mz p T,zT,sT,sT;.z (.M; . +M& )g(2) — 2+O(AS) (A2)

where b, ,~' =- (M,
' —M, ')'/M, 'M~' . .

The orthogonality condition on the rotation matrix
T imm. ediately leads to the expected cancellation
of lnA' terms. (This just expresses the fact that
the divergent part reflects the underlying symmet-
ric theory where there is no mixing of W~ and

Ws. ) To display the result in a more transparent
manner, we assume that only W~ and TV„mix to
form W, and W», so that Eq. (42) now takes on

the simple form

P + 2 ~I ~I I Pl'N 3

(A3)

where c =— T»T» is some product of the angular
factors. The magnitude of m„ in Eq. (4.3) will of
course depend on the details of mixing.
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